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Editors Note
Our thanks go to Ken and Evelyn for their enlightening story of their UK trip. We missed Anne on Anzac Day which was
a shame after all the organizing she does for our group over the year. We visited her at home during her convalescence
and were enticed to play cards which cheered her up no end.
It was good to see Mike Day at the march and lunch, Tom was escorted by his daughter, sadly the TV never mentioned
the Vindicatrix in their coverage.

Next meeting SUNDAY 31st May 2015

Skippers Log
A big hello to you all.
We had a good turnout for the march on Anzac Day although I gather the ABC TV coverage did not give us a mention.
However thank you for all those brave Vindiboys who turned up. The march was followed by lunch at the Cathedral
Hotel which was enjoyed by one and all. The extensive renovations to the hotel were extremely pleasing and the
management made us very welcome as per usual.
As I put pen to paper tonight, which is Mothers Day, our Family, Son and Daughter-in-law, two precious Grandchildren
and In-laws were welcomed with a roast lamb lunch, followed by apple and blackberry pie. All delicious and my dear
Wife Anne's first entertaining since her hip surgery. Mothers Day is for remembering all mothers young and old and those
who are no longer here. No matter who you are your mother has in general been there for you since your birth and over
the following years. For those of you who still have your mums treat them the best always, not just Mothers Day, all she
needs is your smile and kind words.
The year is progressing fast for us at the Chateaux Iles with Anne going through the agony of another hip replacement and
me being carer, or Matron Tony as she named me. I have had to remove, socks, impossible white stockings and all the
rest of her clothes, being told never to wear them again (sorry about that joke!). All progressing well now after eight
weeks and she is out free again with the keys to the car!
Dear Les Cook, having suffered a broken bone after a bad fall, was placed in the same re-hab centre as Anne, so both had
visits at the same time. Les looked remarkably good especially after his morning swim in the heated pool. He certainly
does manage his ills with a calm detachment and is always very positive. Better health in the future to you dear friend.
Les's temporary address is 9 Derwent Terrace. Valley View 5093 where he is staying temporarily with his family.
John Tamkin is now being looked after at Resthaven, Room 102, 48 Smith-Dorrien Street, Mitcham 5062, the same as
Margaret Maddox.
Well folks that is all. Look forward to meeting up again at Port Dock on Sunday May 31st and don't forget input is always
needed for this newsletter, which is always put together tirelessly by Mick and Jill with never a harsh word between
them!!?
Regards Tony

From the Almoner’s desk
Hello everyone, here we are in Autumn and heading for cooler Winter days, definitely a time to snuggle up by warm fire
firesides.
Pleased to report our First Lady Anne is recovering from hip replacement surgery, hope to see you back soon and feeling
100% fit again Anne. Our thoughts have also been with Les Cook who had a devastating fall that resulted in a broken
bone, surgery and weeks of rehabilitation. Les is now recuperating in family care. Despite his battles Les is positive and
cheerful and its great to know that Anne and Les had visits in hospital from caring Vindi members.
John Tamkin is now residing in Resthaven, Mitcham. He and Margaret are not in the best of health and our best wishes
are with them both.
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Birthdays
For May we send greetings to Peter Moore, Vern Evans and Evelyn Mack.
June seems a popular month with celebrations for Roy Hill, John Tamkin, John Hines,
Winston, Les and Tony.
Our Vindi ladies Shirley and Barbara have our special birthday wishes too.
Keep smiling everyone.
Anne Withey.

Dear friends,
You may remember Alf Jarvis from your visits to the Seamen’s mission, well he turns 100
this month, so at our normal Merchant navy meeting we celebrated it with a BBQ at the
old Harts Mill gardens in Port Adelaide yesterday and these are a couple of photos of the
day and one of the new benches we now have installed at the MN memorial place on the
wharf and a plaque will be installed their today to remember all seamen and medical staff
that lost their lives through both wars, so if your down that way any time, please rest
awhile and read the plaques.
Regards.
Phil Mason Compass Editor

PLIMSOLL LINE
Also called 'Load Line' and 'Plimsoll Mark'. Any set of lines on the hull of a merchant ship to indicate the depth to which
it may be legally loaded under specific conditions. So called after Samuel Plimsoll 1824-1898 a member of parliament
who supported the British Merchant Shipping act of 1876.
The Plimsoll sports shoe possibly named because the rubber rim on the cloth shoe resembles a Plimsoll Line.
Anne Withey

CAPE HORN
A legendary place situated at the southernmost tip of South America, where two oceans meet at 55 degrees South and
900km North of Antarctica.
History abounds with tales of ships foundering and intrepid explorers battling the roughest stretch of water in the world.
Argentina and Chile manage the area and the Chilean Navy have personal permanently manning the lighthouse on the
rocky outcrop. Supplies are hauled up via a rails and pulley system.
Yachtsmen and visitors from cruise ships wishing to go ashore, weather permitting, scale steep wooden steps. At the top
several boardwalks protect the tundra. Buildings of interest are the Stella Maris Chapel and the lighthouse has a display of
yacht squadron pennants from around the world. Ashore too is a touching tribute to mariners, a memorial in the form of
an Albatross in flight inscribed as follows. 'I am the Albatross who awaits ;you at the end of the world. I am the forgotten
soul of the dead seaman who sailed across Cape Horn from all the seas of the world. But they have not died in the fury of
the waves, today they fly on my wings, towards eternity, in the last crevice of the Antarctic Winds'.
We know there is a Cape Horners Association, which begs the question, are there any Vindi Boys who have sailed around
the Horn? If so, surely there must be many tales to relate.
Anne Withey
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SURF CLASS LIFEBOAT THOMAS KIRK WRIGHT
Funded by a legacy from Thomas H Kirk Wright the lifeboat was built at Cowes, Isle of Wight in 1938 and was to be
stationed at Poole, Dorset. On January 7th 1939 she was sent to aid the motor launch Snapper, this was the first service
she carried out.
On May 28th 1940 she was commandeered by the navy
along with many other small craft and was deployed to
Ramsgate to assist in the evacuation of Dunkirk. At a speed
of 6 knots it took her over 24 hours to reach Ramsgate, and
she had to refuel 2 or 3 times during the trip.
On her arrival at Ramsgate command was handed over to
Leading Seaman Huntingdon and manned by naval ratings.
She was the first of many lifeboats taken to Dunkirk
arriving on the 30th May 1940.With two impellers and a
draft of only 76cm (2ft 6ins) she was able to reach the
troops on the beaches and ferry them back to the larger
ships that would take them back to England. It was noted
in the Official Admiralty Log by leading Seaman Huntingdon that she came under fire from shore batteries.
The gruelling work in the shallow sandy waters, and being operated by seamen not familiar with her system of propulsion
caused the failure of one of her motors. Hasty repairs were carried out and it was not long before she was ready for her
second trip and together with another lifeboat was towed across the channel by the tug Foremost 87. Records show that
along with taking troops off the beach east of Dunkirk they attempted to save survivors from two or three trawlers that
had been blown up.
She made three trips in total, rescuing members of the British Expeditionary Force (BEF) from the beaches, but on the
final voyage she came under fire from German troops and was badly shot up, although no one aboard was hit. She
managed to get back on one engine, and was then repaired and returned to service at Poole.
Codenamed Operation Dynamo, and hailed as ‘the greatest rescue operation in history’, along with the Navy and the RAF
and hundreds of civilian sailors and their 'little boats' over 338,000 troops were evacuated.
TRIAL
The English East India vessel Trial departed Plymouth, bound for Bantam in Java in September 1621 with a cargo to
trade for spices in the East Indies, which included silver and reportedly, a gift for the King of Siam. In March 1622 she
docked at Cape Town for supplies.
In 1611 a Dutch captain by the name of Brouwer navigated a new route to the East Indies, he found that it was much
quicker to sail due east from the Cape of Good Hope across the Indian Ocean where the Roaring Forties prevailed, then to
head north before the Great South Land was reached.
The first Englishman to use this faster route was a Captain Fitzherbert and this was the route that Captain Brookes of the
Trial was ordered to take by the company. It's likely that Brookes make a navigational error and sailed too far east and
strong north easterly winds prevented him from heading north to Java. When the winds changed it allowed him to head
north past Barrow and Montebello islands towards Trial Rocks which at the time was an uncharted reef. The Trial struck
the rocks around midnight on the 24/25th May 1622 then started to break up and sink.
Captain Brookes and nine seamen left the wreck in a skiff, while a further 36 got away in a longboat which left 93 crew to
perish aboard the wreck. The two boats sailed separately and arrived at Batavia within three days of each other, a voyage
of over 1,800km.
On arriving in Batavia Brooke wrote to the ship owners in London declaring that he had followed the route specified by
Fitzherbert. He stated that he had struck rocks where Fitzherbert maintained that there were none, and that it was
Fitzherberts mapping that had caused the disaster and denied all responsibility for the loss of the ship and crew. He also
claimed that the wreck site was well west of the actual disaster in an attempt to hide his easterly course, claiming also that
the ship's cargo including the silver and the ships papers had gone down with the ship when it sank. Contradicting this
Thomas Bright, the first mate wrote to London blaming Brooke for the loss of the ship and crew, putting the blame on his
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failure to post a lookout and also his poor navigation. Saying that after striking the reef Brooke had abandoned the ship
and fled in the skiff raising suspicions that he had removed part of the silver into the skiff before the ship sunk.
On his return to London, Captain Brooke was given command of another ship the Moone belonging to the English East
India Company which was later wrecked off the coast of Dover under suspicious circumstances. In light of this Brooke
found himself in prison for two years while a court case carried on, which the company later dropped. Brooke was
eventually released under a dark cloud.
In 1969 some scuba divers from Perth discovered a wreck on Trial Rocks, the site being exposed to huge ocean swells
making it a dangerous place to dive. The site was investigated by the WA museum, although nothing has been raised to
prove that it is the Trial circumstantial evidence suggests that it is. Half a dozen canon and a few anchors are still beneath
the waves, only about twenty pieces have been recovered some of which are on display in the Fremantle Maritime
Museum.
---------

On our travels last year we came upon a small museum in Shaftsbury
that was holding an exhibition commemorating the First World War.
There was a leaflet telling of two local men who had died and that
their families had received a 'Dead Man's Penny'. Some of you may be
aware of what this is, but for you, who like us had never heard of them
read on.
After the war had finished, a Memorial Plaque or Dead Man's Penny
as it was commonly known by, was given to the family of the person
who had been killed during the war. Accompanying the plaque was a
scroll with the name, rank and service details of the deceased and a
personal message from King George V.
The 5'' plaque was made of bronze and shows Britannia holding her
trident and a wreath, with a dolphin either side of her. Standing by her
is a lion and underneath the lion is a defeated eagle. 'He died for
freedom and honour ' are on the outer edge. The deceased name was
engraved by the side of Britannia.
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KEN AND EVELYN'S 2014 TRIP TO UK
My recent trip to the United Kingdom was a memorable one as it
was conceived on the spur of the moment and unexpectedly very
quickly became a reality. I had been longing to go for some time,
but couldn't see my way clear to do so. Then one day Evelyn said
she would like to catch up with some family and friends over there.
I was so pleased, I took the opportunity to convince her to come
with me and we started things moving straight away.
My sister, who is ten years my senior, was to turn 90 on the 17th
July. My immediate plan was to get there in time to celebrate that
special birthday with her. So off to Flight Centre we went to book
our trip. We arranged to leave on 13th July, returning six weeks
later.
We flew Emirates, a pleasant journey, with only a brief stop in
Dubai and arrived in Manchester at noon on the 14th July We had
arranged to pick up a car from Europcar at Manchester Airport.
After getting a couple of Veuve Cliquot from the Duty Free we set
off to pick up the car. Not so easy! Had to catch a bus to the Europcar depot which wasn't far away, but lugging large
bags (Evelyn doesn't travel light) presented some difficulties, as did finally getting a car - a large diesel powered Fiat.
Now we had to find the hotel we had booked for the night. It was near the airport but somehow we managed to get lost
and found ourselves on the motorway to Liverpool, heading in the wrong direction! We eventually found the hotel and
after a much-needed shower, collapsed into bed at 5.30pm, too tired to even have something to eat.
It was then we decided to take the advice of our respective families and get ourselves a Sat Nav (GPS). So the next
morning it was off to Halfords in Manchester City to get one. The best thing we ever did.
The drive to Scarborough was plain sailing and we arrived safely at my cousin Leslie's home where we were spending the
next three weeks. Leslie and her husband David were relieved and happy to see us. They'd had misgivings about two
Octogenarians driving across England on one of the busiest motorways n the UK.
My sister's party went well, as did the French champagne we'd brought. And it was great catching up with members of
family I hadn't seen for years. My sister was overjoyed to see me as it was an unexpected surprise. She was also happy to
meet Evelyn, as was the family and was glad to see how well they all got along.
Our holiday in Yorkshire was very enjoyable as the weather was perfect - mid 20's every day, except for the 'heatwave' of
28 degrees! We did a fair bit of sightseeing and visiting family, on our own (thanks to Sat Nav) as well as with Leslie and
David, who looked after us very well.

Evelyn was very impressed with Yorkshire - the beauty of the Moors,
the 'Heartbeat' country and the lovely little towns we visited - the
highlight being the Scarecrow Festival in Muston Village. For me, our
visit with my sister, Trudy, to Rose Cottage in Thornton le Dale where
my grandmother was born, was very special.
The second half of our holiday was in the south of England, in
Maidstone, Kent, where Evelyn's niece lives. The drive there was not as
scary as we had expected, but a long hold-up before the Queen Elizabeth
11 Bridge toll-gate on the M25, made a five hour drive take seven and a
half hours.
Gillian, Evelyn's niece, a recent widow, was happy to have our company
(or so she said!) and like Leslie, looked after us well. We caught up with
Evelyn's other nieces and nephew in London and enjoyed a cruise on the
Thames with them. I was made to feel very welcome by Evelyn's family.
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Like in Yorkshire, we did some sightseeing and shopping, and enjoyed the lovely weather, though it was cooler with
some rain. We were told it was a much better summer than the previous year and we must've brought the good weather
with us from Australia. The weather made our trips to historic homes, gardens and towns like Rochester so much more
enjoyable.
Our only disaster was our drive to Seaford (near Brighton) to visit Evelyn's cousin. The Sat Nav was playing up that day
and not knowing how to fix it, we managed to get ourselves lost and confused. We drove around in circles in Tunbridge
Wells until a kind lady showed us how to get it working again. After that all went well but instead of arriving there for
lunch at midday, we got there at 3pm.
The last three days of our holiday were spent in Colwyn Bay in North Wales, on the insistence of Tess and Colin
Williams, Evelyn's college friends, whom she hadn't seen for 40years. The drive went smoothly and we arrived safely at
their large, beautiful home overlooking the bay. They had lived for many years in Malaysia and Singapore and had
acquired a beautiful collection of furniture and ornaments of old ivory and jade.
Though they are our age, their memories aren't what they used to be (to put it mildly), and this caused many laughs, both
during our stay, and the weeks after. Even though after three days they still couldn't remember my name, I was treated
like a king and their hospitality was unbeatable. We were taken to lunch at their exclusive golf club where we were made
to feel very welcome. It was a fun visit which we enjoyed tremendously. A fitting end to a very happy holiday.
Our return to Manchester was trouble free and the car was returned intact, much at our relief. Though it was with a heavy
heart we said goodbye to the UK and our families there, we have brought back with us so many wonderful memories. A
big thank you to Evelyn for keeping a daily diary of our trip to help us with those memories.
Ken Dunlevey.

RMS OLYMPIC
On the 20th October 1910 the 20,600 ton hull of the Olympic was launched revealing the giant hull of RMS Titanic.
After fitting out she was dry docked in the newly completed Thompson graving dock designed for the new generation of
ships. Ironically a £30,000.00 crane from Germany was used to lift the funnels and superstructure in place. On the 31st
May 1911, the very same day that the Titanic was launched, the Olympic was ready for duty.
Photos of the Olympics interior were used by the media for the Titanic as she was not in service long enough to be
documented properly due to her sinking.
After the fitting out was completed she proceeded from Belfast to Liverpool under the command of Captain Edward J
Smith, where she stayed for a day before heading to Southampton arriving on the 3rd June 1911, where she commenced
to load food, linen and china and for bunkering. Her maiden voyage to New York took just over five days with an average
speed of 21.7 knots where she was greeted by a large crowd who had never seen a ship of that size. On entering New
York harbour a ship named the O.L. Hallenbach suffered serious damage to her stern frame and rudder after being pulled
by the Olympics propeller (the Olympic was not damaged), finally docking at Pier 59. On the return trip to Southampton
she completed her journey in an average time of 22.5 knots and by mid September she had completed four return trips to
New York, the fifth journey was not without incident as on the 20th September in the Solent she collided with HMS
Hawke causing considerable damage to both ships. Passengers disembarked at Osborne Bay, I.O.W where they were
given alternative transport. It took two weeks to repair the Olympics damage and she returned to service in November. In
February 1912 she returned to Belfast for more repairs after losing a propeller.
Captain Smith made twelve trips to New York on the Olympic, after being ordered to give up his position to Captain
Herbert J Haddock. He took up his new command as captain of the ill fated Titanic, he was one trip off of retirement.
Within a few days of returning to Southampton following the Titanic disaster she was fitted with a further 24 lifeboats
and more crew to man them. The 24th April to New York was postponed after the crew refused to sail with collapsible
lifeboats insisting on conventional wooden boats. Two days behind schedule, the 26th April trip was cancelled with the
Olympic returning to Southampton to disembark passengers, with the next trip scheduled for the 15th May giving the
White Star Line time to find union approved crew and boats.
The Olympic made several more trips before being recalled to have the hull gutted for the installation of extra bulkheads
to give it more floatation in the case of an emergency. After being refitted she returned to Southampton to commence her
first crossing on 2nd April 1913, she was just over one year old.
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With the commencement of WW1 she continued on the New York run returning Canadian and American citizens home.
For gratitude Captain Haddock was made a commander of Merchant ships in Belfast after evacuating the crew of the
British Battle ship Audacious which had struck a mine laid by the Berlin off Tory island off Donegal, N. Ireland.
In September 1915 she was called up for government service returning to Harland and Wolff to prepare her for war. On
the 24th September 1915 she was ready for service and given the name T2810 as a troop transport ship. On the 24th April
1918 in the English channel the T2810 under the command of Captain Hayes struck the U Boat U103 full on and sank it
after careful planning by the captain, who was later awarded the DSC.
After the German surrender in November 1918 the Olympic still made trips to bring home troops from around the world.
In 1919 the Olympic was once again refitted as a transatlantic liner and commenced her New York run in 1920. Captain
Hayes was replaced by Captain Alec Hambleton and took up command of the Adriatic.
In 1933 the Olympic under the command of Captain John Binks hit the Nantucket Lightship and destroying it resulting in
a lawsuit.
In January 1935 the Olympic was drawn from service, the following September of that year she was sold. The Olympic
had been in service for 24 years.

THE OLD DOCK
In the late 1600 - 1700's Chester had been the main seaport in the North West of England and was in danger of silting up,
Liverpool however still in the same predicament was a town with more prospects. With the likely hood of trade increasing
with the discovery of the Americas, the city of Liverpool decided to build what was known then as a 'wet dock' and
employed Thomas Steers who was one of Britain's top canal engineers to take up the challenge.
This consisted of massive gates being erected at the mouth of the Pool that could be opened at high tide, and then closed
which meant that up to 100 ships could unload their cargo's at the same time. This enabled ships to be turned around in
one and a half days instead of the twelve to fourteen days that was previously needed. Liverpool soon became the second
largest port after London. By 1792 over half the English cotton and slave trade was trading in and out of Liverpool. When
the slave trade was abolished it became an important port for cotton as it was located close to the Lancashire mills.
By the end of the nineteenth century 9% of world trade went through Liverpool docks, however the Old Dock had been
superseded by larger and deeper docks constructed on the Mersey. The Old Dock originally known as the Thomas Steer's
dock was backfilled in 1826.
Between 1828-37 Liverpool's fourth customs house was built on the site of the Old Dock but after severe bomb damage
during the Liverpool blitz in WW11 the building was demolished.
To revive the old dock front and double the retail area of the city centre a massive rebuilding project of 43 acres was
undertaken. During the excavations the Old Dock was rediscovered and because of its archaeological importance almost
all of it has been preserved. Between 2001-2008 Oxford Archaeology North undertook to excavate and determine the
lines of the wall and north-eastern corner of the dock which has been enclosed to be used as the Old Dock information
centre.
TRUE OR FALSE?
When navigating the seas, Vikings used crows as navigational equipment. Crows are land lovers, and when the weather
made visibility difficult, they released crows to see which direction they would fly. Since they almost always flew toward
land, they followed the crow's path. Some Norsemen carried the birds in a cage tied to the top of the mast. Later, as ships
changed and grew larger, they placed a sailor in a bucket high atop the main mast to look for land, pirates, and other
dangers. The name "crow's nest" was given to this tub.
Today, the crow's nest is a thing of the past as navigational equipment has advanced, making sailing the high seas much
easier than ever before.
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ANZAC DAY

Tony
Will the funds stretch far
enough for one of these each
for next years march?
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